
have taken time off from the workforce for
childcare or any other reason 
are currently working and want to pivot
directions, launch a business 
are emerging from a personal transition 
want structure, dedicated time and
accountability partners to fast track change
have an interest in leveraging skill sets acquired
during a break or across paid/volunteer work 
are in need of an updated professional toolkit
are ready to share openly and learn from others
in a mutually supportive group setting

OUR COLLECTIVE'S IS FOR YOU IF YOU:
 

40+ hours of workshop learning
research-based tools curated for mid-career
women like you
development and application of skills in real-time
for high-impact results
bi-monthly year-round peer-to-peer meetups
monthly networking opportunities with female
mentors and coaches 
personalized feedback from experienced mentors
candid conversations on women and work:
exploring ageism, the intergenerational
workplace, and balancing work/life

WHAT YOU’LL EXPERIENCE:

 

SPRING 2020 
Dates: 4/7; 4/28; 5/5; 5/12; 5/19 + bimonthly accountability meetups

TIME: 9:30AM-3:30PM

PROGRAM FEE: $3,000

LOCATION: NEW YORK CITY 

Exploring a return to work after a break? Changing directions in your career? Starting a new venture?
 Don’t know where to begin? 

Jumpstart the process with a community of your peers and get ready for your 2020 career Evolution.
Gain the mindsets, tools, resources and community necessary for mid-career reinvention with our

immersive year-round Collective experience.
 

What’s unique about the Evolve experience? Collective members grow by sharing, practicing and
modeling skills with each other in real-time. The Collective approach integrates both personal and
professional growth, drawing from the diverse fields of career development, psychology, wellness,

business, and leadership. Evolve engages experienced women across various industries and expertise.

 REINVENTION COLLECTIVE

A Community of Multifaceted Peers and Mentors invested in YOU!
Mid-Career Reinvention Virtual Blueprint for continual reference over the course of your transition
Workplace Technology skills and application 
Refreshed Professional Profile (Reinvention Resume, LinkedIn, Professional Presence, Transition
“TED” Talk, Interviewing and Networking skills)
Career Reinvention Launch Plan

KEY TAKE-AWAYS:

EVOLVE WITH US TODAY!

/COMPANY/EVOLVEME-WORK/ @EVOLVEME.WORK/EVOLVEME.WORK &

FOR QUESTIONS AND REGISTRATION: 

EMAIL US AT LINDA@EVOLVEME.WORK


